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FiFi ® Technological Breakthrough
Award Category Restructured

The Fragrance Foundation
announced partnerships with
Perfumer & Flavorist and
GCI magazines to
restructure and promote its
FiFi Technological
Breakthrough of the Year
Award for 2010.

The Fragrance Foundation 
Holiday 2009

The Fragrance
Foundation’s PR engine is
in high gear for the
upcoming holidays.

Do You Know If You Are a Fragrance
Foundation Member?
Chances are you may not know …at least
judging from the number of people who
order tickets to Foundation events at non-
member prices

Fragrance from Ancient to Avant
Garde: A fragrance lovers’
companion
The Fragrance Foundation’s new
publication, Guide To the Subtle and
Sensational World of Scent offers a look
across time, from the earliest known uses
of scent in ancient cultures, to the global
juggernaut that is the fragrance industry
today.

Media - Public Relations -
Communications 
“The Forensics of Fragrance” 
An Exclusive Beauty Editor Event

“Up Close & Personal” with Gary McNatton
”Everything Through Smoke Creative touches is about design,” says Gary
McNatton, and goes on to point out that, while his company tries to stay
focused on scent, it’s still all  about design no matter what the subject. In fact,
he continues, “design applies to everything in my life. When I walk through my
home, I look at everything that’s on display from every angle. Every selection
matters and it’s chosen for its lasting power and simplicity. Time goes so
quickly and I can't afford the space, or the money, for throw away, trendy
items. So I choose quality in my personal life and in my work.

Fragrance innovators: The Bermuda Perfumery
Far removed from the centers of commerce and industry, in the heart of
Britain’s oldest remaining overseas territory, one finds Lili Bermuda whose
exclusive fragrances are blended, filled, packaged and sold at the Bermuda
Perfumery which enjoys the distinction of being the only off-shore member of
The Fragrance Foundation U.S.

2009 Fragrance Summit... A Call to Action
On September 29th, 2009 over 100 Fragrance Industry Leaders converged upon
the Time Life Conference Center for the 2009 Fragrance Summit. Organized by
The Fragrance Foundation, the goal of the half day program was to bring together
the best and the brightest from its member companies to work together and seek
new ways to reengage the increasingly elusive fragrance consumer – those 62
million women (100+ million if we include men)* who report that while they still use
fragrance “sometime,” they used to use it more often.

“One Drop Changes Everything” Campaign to be Launched by the 
Fragrance Foundation

Rochelle Bloom, president of The Fragrance Foundation, explained: “the One Drop
Changes Everything campaign is primarily directed at the 62 million consumers who
already use fragrance sometimes and enticing them to use it more often. In a declining
retail environment, increasing sales by 2-5% would have a significant impact on the total
category.” The success of the “got milk?” campaign started the thought process about two
years ago as the fragrance industry needed a similar unifying, rallying cry; an umbrella call
to action directed toward this “sometime fragrance consumer.” “We want to entice and
engage with the consumer,” continued Mrs. Bloom, “and get our fragrance companies
behind the campaign in a big way without infringing on their own brands.”
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Wine Meets Fragrance at Associate Board Event
Have you ever smelled the tar note of an Italian red or green pepper in a
Sauvignon Blanc? Participants at The Fragrance Foundation Associate
Board’s most recent event discovered these connections and more at the
group’s first ever wine and fragrance pairing on September 22, 2009. Entitled
Pop Your Cork!, the sold-out event was hosted by Food Network Magazine at
the Hearst Tower. Mary John Baumann, fragrance and wine professional, led
the tasting, accompanied by David Apel, vice president, senior perfumer at
Symrise, and Harry Frémont, master perfumer at Firmenich, who created

unique accords to complement the wines.

The Fragrance Foundation and its Public
Relations Executive Task Force Committee
invited beauty editors, from the leading
lifestyle publications, to a special workshop
entitled “The Forensics of Fragrance” led
by Virginia Bonofiglio, associate professor
in the Cosmetic & Fragrance marketing
program at New York’s Fashion Institute of
Technology
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Global Art of Perfumes
As an initiative to promote fragrance and the communication between the fragrance
industry, distributors and retail, the “Global Art of Perfumes” Fragrance Fair, taking
place in Dusseldorf from March 26 – 28, 2010, will provide fragrance brands with a
gateway to European markets. The Fair, which is being held in cooperation with
Beauty International Dusseldorf, offers a focus on fragrance with a unique
combination of expo, conference and perfume art exhibition.

Life without Smell Expressed Through Art
Anosmia is not a word that has long existed in my vocabulary. Yet the
symptoms of the condition have been with me for as long as I can remember.
It wasn’t as though I suddenly realized that I could not taste or smell; other
people brought it to my attention as I was growing up. Friends would say
“Wow – smell that!” and I would try to read their facial expressions before
saying “Yeah it’s amazing!” or “Yeah it’s foul!” That didn’t always work and I
felt a little like a fake. I was covering up what I thought of as stupidity.

Editor Theresa Molnar
Contributing Editor Wendy D'Amico
Design Papercut Studio
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Board of Directors Welcomes 
New Member
The Fragrance Foundation Board of
Directors is pleased to announce the
appointment of Frederic Jacques, Vice
President for Fine Fragrance, North
America, Mane USA, as a rotating member
of the Board.

January 2010
Tuesday, January 26th
Hot Off The Press (Member’s Only)
In Partnership with NPD Beauty 
The Plaza Hotel, Grand Ballroom 
8:30 a.m.

February 2010
Tuesday, February 2nd
Insider’s Breakfast (members only)
Hosted by Camille McDonald,
President Brand Development &
Merchandising, Bath & Body Works 
BBW New York Office 
8:30 a.m.

April 2010
Friday, April 23rd
FiFi® Finalists Breakfast (members
only)
Mandarin Oriental Hotel 
8:30 a.m.

June 2010
FiFi® Awards Ceremony &
Celebration
The Downtown Armory 
6:00 p.m. 
For most up-to-date calendar listings
and further details, please check The
Fragrance Foundation website at
www.fragrancefoundation.org
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“Up Close & Personal” with Gary McNatton

”Everything Through Smoke Creative touches is about design,” says Gary McNatton, and goes on to point out that,
while his company tries to stay focused on scent, it’s still all about design no matter what the subject. In fact, he
continues, “design applies to everything in my life. When I walk through my home, I look at everything that’s on display
from every angle. Every selection matters and it’s chosen for its lasting power and simplicity. Time goes so quickly and
I can't afford the space, or the money, for throw away, trendy items. So I choose quality in my personal life and in my
work. My basic rules that I apply to design each and everyday are: 1) In simplicity there is longevity. 2) Have a point of
view and stick with it. 3) Be true to yourself.

With a brilliant and highly successful career in design and production, McNatton claims enough awards (including nine
FiFi® Awards and a Clio) to fill a trophy room, and enough media coverage to fill volumes. Last March, adding to
Through Smoke Creative’s impressive and diverse client list - Apothia at Fred Segal, Clorox and Restoration Hardware
among them - McNatton took on the assignment of Creative Director of The Gap personal care line, a position he had
held earlier in his association with that company. In view of his remarkable accomplishments – and as a member of the

recently formed West-Coast satellite of The Fragrance Foundation - The Forum asked Gary McNatton to share his thoughts on his work, on the business of
design and the state of the fragrance industry.

As a man who seems to do it all, how would you describe a typical day “In the Life of Gary McNatton”?
I wake up very early, get my coffee and get back in bed to read e-mails and watch TV in the dark for an hour before the sun comes up. This is when I get to
watch “Mad Men”, “Nurse Jackie” and reality favorites such as “Ruby” and “The Real House Wives”. The problem is, at night, I fall asleep the minute I get in
bed. So the morning is the only way I can keep up with what’s happening in TV land. I'm at the gym by seven and at the office by nine. The work day starts
with e-mails, phone calls, sometimes two at a time, and, of course, creative meetings, conference calls and vendor meetings. I decided in December that I
was not going to wait for the economy to turn around and then get busy. So I have really put myself out there, and I've been loving it. This year, I’ve been
traveling a great deal, and I’ve spent a lot of time in NY and will continue to do so. I love NY, but I’m happy to be living in California and working from our
funky little office over looking the harbor in Sausalito.

In doing a little background check to prepare for our interview, we see that you’ve been involved in all aspects of design, from tea kettles, to interior design to
fragrance packaging. You’ve also been cited as a “nose.” What is the main focus of your business today? Does Through Smoke Creative design packaging
only or do you do complete brand development with formulation of the actual scents, candles, soaps, etc. as well?

That’s a simple question that deserves a not so simple answer. Yes, I‘ve done interiors, even a tea kettle or two and, of course, the occasional wine label, but
the main focus of Through Smoke Creative’s business is the designing of scent concept, scent, primary and secondary packaging, the naming of the scent
(the most difficult part of my job and one of the most important), all the way to the first production and filling. When I first got started in this business, I had no
idea that people actually had specialized areas such as scent design, naming, packaging. We did it all simply by not knowing any better, and we are still
doing it all today. We do try to stay focused on scent, but you know it’s all design, no matter what the subject may be.

Did you know that Gap's Icon series of the scents Heaven, Grass and Dream - the original scents we opened up with - will be 15 years old this November?
And these simple scents, which are still in the stores today, are the basic dollar driver for Gap scents brand. That just proves that in simplicity there is
longevity. It gives me great pleasure to have someone tell me that Heaven was the very first scent she bought for herself and that she still loves it. In an
industry where product, and even scent, come and go in a season ... this is living proof that simplicity has legs.

In your role with the Gap, how “in touch” are you with the designers of their other products…is there an overall design
philosophy that applies to the complete assortment, and is the Gap apparel customer the consumer of their personal
care products as well?
My relationship with Gap is totally transparent. I see what they’re doing and where the brand is headed. Patrick
Robinson is the head designer for Gap and he’s hands on, generous and a pleasure to partner with. The philosophy of
Gap design is seamless throughout all categories. And, of course, the customer for apparel and personal care is one in
the same. It’s my job to create product that blends with fashion which, as we know, changes quickly from season to
season. But we also know that the personal care business does not and cannot change at that pace ... thank
goodness. So the scents, in both product and packaging, need to be more classically modern, and to stand out and
blend in all at the same time. Now there are times in the year when you can be a bit more standout than others ...
holiday being one of those times. I think you’ll see an amazing change in the collection this holiday season, and that
will be the start of an exciting evolution in the Gap scents.

Starting out as an entrepreneur, what were your major challenges? How did you deal with them?
I was lucky. I started out small and did what I believed in - designing the things we use in our everyday lives. I sold my
company, Mottura, to Gap Inc.; perhaps too soon but, non-the-less, did so. I moved into a job and a company that I
honestly loved and I reported directly to Mickey Drexler, a true retail genius. If you are true to yourself and do what you
love, then success will come. I know that sounds like bull, but for me it’s been true. I think it also helps if you know how
to sell your work. So many creatives don’t seem to have the courage, or belief in themselves, to sell their work. When I
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was a kid, my Dad taught me how to sell and it’s been his greatest gift to me. I have also been told that my right and left brain are in perfect balance, 
so I can be creative, and I can be a good business partner at the same time. Numbers and good design both get me excited.

Of all the products and/or design projects you’ve worked on which was the most challenging? Which was your favorite?
Another good question. The most challenging would be working with a client who gives you nothing. I hope never to hear
the line again ‘I will know it when I see it’. Many people don’t know what they want, and so many companies don’t even like
their own brand. They work from a negative position and it’s up to you to help them find out who they are and what made
them famous in the first place. It’s important to embrace one's heritage. As for a favorite project right now it would have to
be a beautiful fragrance that I designed with my team, for Gump's, called Baroque Pearl. It was designed with the 40 year
old woman in mind. A woman who travels, loves and lives. We did it out of love for her and the San Francisco brand. We
had two beautiful partners in this project; Gump’s and their CEO Marta Benson, who allowed us to create something that I’m
most proud of, and Givaudan, who gave us limitless support. The bottle for the EDT is an irregular round, and the scent is a
glorious floral with a hint of leather and a touch of green tobacco. It takes me back to when I was a kid and my Mom would
open her handbag and I’d smell her perfume, the leather of the bag and cigarettes ... Very 60's. In October, we’ll launch an
upscale men's fragrance for the brand Alford & Hoff. It will be exclusive at Neiman's and Bergdorf's in the US.

What influences your design vision?
Everything. I love movies, music, the Paris Flea Market, really good retail, museums, art and architecture. As for films, I love

the ones about artists and musicians. I also love documentaries, particularly one called ‘A Man Named Pearl’, which is about a man in a small town who
creates topiary sculptures in his garden. His work brings tourists to the town and, in turn, prosperity. I also enjoy Fashion TV, such as ‘Rachel Zoe’, ‘Project
Runway’ and even Jeff Lewis of ‘Flipping Out’. My greatest inspirations are those people in a creative profession who put their passion out there on the line
everyday of their lives. It’s that excellence that makes me want to do better

Why did you decide to set up shop in the Bay Area vs. NY or other parts of the country? 
California has been my home for the past 20 years. It’s where I share my life with my partner of 19 years, and our beautiful Labradoodle, Hudson. We live in
Marin, just minutes from the city, and my office is on the water in Sausalito. We’ve had a second home up in the Napa Valley for the past 12 years, and
that’s where we go to refuel, relax, garden, laugh and play. I don’t think I’d have that if I were in NY. But, I’m always open to change and new adventures, so
I’ll never say never. The truth is we like being on the West Coast. We have a lot of California-based retail clients who come to us, perhaps because we’re
here, but, hopefully, because we’re consistent at what we do - delivering design and fragrance that are signature to them and that sell.

Do you perceive a difference in the creative process or approach to design on the west vs. east coast? If so, what is it? It seems that perhaps the clock runs
a bit slower out here or perhaps we have fewer interruptions in a day, and can hear ourselves think. Turning to the subject of the fragrance industry itself,
we asked Gary to share his views on some of the issues facing the business today – one issue being that each year, studies show, more and more
consumers are joining the ranks of “lapsed fragrance users”. What do you think is behind this, and how can we turn the trend around?

Stop making everything fit a formula and never ‘focus group’ your product. There’s nothing new in the industry, and
everyone is out there copying everybody else. Designers should stop looking over their shoulders at what everyone else is
doing. Think like a designer, think like an artist. And never take your concept to a focus group for an opinion. In my view,
focus groups only know, and are comfortable with, what they’ve seen before ...newness makes them uncomfortable. The
best answer they can come up with is, "Well, that’s really different". I guess you can tell I am not big on the focus group or
the mass opinion. I also call it the ‘girl in the hall approach’. In the past, when the merchants needed a second opinion,
they would run out, grab a girl who just happened to be walking down the hall, and ask her what she thought of a scent or
design. In a negative culture, she knew she could only give a negative answer if her peers were to see her as a budding
talent. Never ask the girl in the hall anything! We should all do what we believe in. Dream big and, in my favorite marketing
line from Apple, ‘Think different.’

What do you see as other major concerns? And would you agree with some of the smaller, niche, West Coast-based
fragrance companies who seem to think that they have unique business challenges because of their location or do you
think that all companies are facing the same issues regardless of size or location?

When was business not challenging? I must have been on vacation that week. Business is challenging and always will be. As for size and location, it’s a
small world and, today, it’s much easier for word about a talent or a great product to travel to any town USA. Location is really not an issue unless you want
it to be. Let's stop looking for excuses.

What do you see as the important role of the Fragrance Foundation in the industry overall?
for the first time and many of us again - into loving scent. Just a thought: perhaps fragrance has become too common, in both quality and creativity, and so
doesn’t excite us the way it once did. The Fragrance Foundation needn’t use its time preaching to the choir. We drank the Kool-Aid. Let’s go to the buying
youth, elevate their palates and show them what true seduction is all about.

Do you feel that the needs of the West Coast-based fragrance companies differ from those in the East and, as a member of the Fragrance Foundation’s
newly formed West Coast satellite, how best can the Foundation serve its members in that part of the country?
Again, we are all the same, be it East Coast or West Coast. Perhaps the light is different out here and, of course, we are three hours earlier than you, but
otherwise everything is similar. There have been trends that started out here and quickly adopted. But, in truth, we all want the same thing ... to be in a
business that’s valued, loved and cherished. All we ask from you is to not forget us just because we’re out of sight. Simply keep us in mind.

If money were no object, and you were free to design whatever fragrance you chose, what would it be?
I would create a collection of beautiful, single flower fragrances. The purest of peony ... not like the rosy peony the fragrance houses try to sell us, but a
peony scent that, when you close your eyes and smell the perfume, you actually feel the soft petals touching your skin and tickling your nose. Or the scent of
the truest of orange flowers, like the ones that grow outside my kitchen door in the Wine Country and bloom in early May on the cool morning air. Or a
jasmine, like the jasmine you experience in the air of Los Angeles, as you walk down the street on a soft summer night. I know you are saying that this has
been done ... but not so. It needs to be done and in this lifetime.



Fragrance Innovators: The Bermuda Perfumery
The Forum takes a “virtual” trip to Bermuda

Far removed from the centers of commerce and industry, in the heart of Britain’s oldest remaining overseas territory,
one finds Lili Bermuda whose exclusive fragrances are blended, filled, packaged and sold at the Bermuda Perfumery
which enjoys the distinction of being the only off-shore member of The Fragrance Foundation U.S.

From the perfumery’s setting, in the historic Steward Hall in St. George’s, The Forum talked with Isabelle Ramsay-
Brackstone, owner, with her family, of the perfumery, and a passionate and accomplished perfumer whose rare and
luminous fragrances are expressions-in-scent of Bermuda itself.

Imagine life as a perfumer? “Not in my wildest dreams”, said Brackstone. Schooled in accounting and international
business – and backed by a successful career in investment banking - Brackstone left her native Montreal, in 2003,
to live on the Island with her Bermudian husband and their 3 small children. A year later, destiny stepped in: from its
then- owner, set to retire, Isabelle and her husband acquired the 75-year old Bermuda Perfumery and Brackstone
had found her true calling. With a staff and David Bothello, the company’s perfumer of 40 years, in place, she began
her training, augmented by periodic formal training with master perfumers. Further, as a trained musician,Brackstone
found, as she does today, many similarities between the arts of music and perfumery. But, she explained, while she
gets a lot of guidance from her masters, there’s nothing like working on your own to understand every aspect of
perfumery. “You must develop your own frame of reference and your style over time; only self-studying allows you to
do this.”

Still speaking with the soft, silver-edged accent that hints at her French Canadian upbringing, Brackstone spoke of
the Island’s botanical diversity and the aromas that so profoundly inspire her; the carpets of wild freesia that blanket
the Island in spring, the ocean before a storm, crushed Suriname cherry leaves and her personal muses, the flowers
that flourish in her own garden. She pointed, as well, to the gardens of her childhood. Carefully tended by her father,
an avid gardener himself, were roses, peonies, lilacs and lily-of-the valley which, while she uses notes and themes
that reflect her Bermudian home, very much influence her artistic bent. With inspiration evolving every day,
Brackstone keeps several creations in the works at one time and only when she absolutely loves a new one, does
she add it to a perfectly edited collection of 12 nowhere-but-here fragrances for men and women.

Our virtual tour took us through the Perfumery at Stewart Hall where Isabelle and her husband, Kirby – who left the
banking industry to join the business – work in tandem. While he oversees the retail end of the business, she
focuses on the creative side. During the summer tourist season, however, Isabelle holds the rapt attention of
customers, often well-traveled couples there on a cruise or a long weekend, and young honeymooners, who learn
how her perfumes are made in her charmingly conducted seminars and linger (often for hours) over the single note
infused blotters, perfume genealogy charts and touch-and-smell jars of raw ingredients on display in the “history
room”. “It’s the personalized experience, as well as the made-by-hand, in-house fragrances that make the
Perfumery a destination”. In her view, consumers – that growing population of lapsed fragrance users - have been
alienated by too much of the same thing, uninteresting products of dubious quality at outrageous prices. “I believe
customers feel cheated”, she said, “so you can’t really blame them for not buying those products. And this is why I
think our customers, who are searching for products that are authentic and of unquestionable quality, appreciate
what we do.”

Sold at the Perfumery and at one or two fine specialty shops on the Island, Lili Bermuda also sells online to loyal
clients who became acquainted with the fragrances during a stay on Bermuda. Brackstone keeps them up to date on
new creations with the 2 free sample vials that accompany each order. New clients can “try before they buy” with a
modest investment of $25.00 which brings them a “Fragrance Library; a handsomely decorated little flat tin chest
holding 7 vials of the men’s fragrances or 9 of the women’s. (Each vial is a generous l.75 ml). Word to the wise:
these adorable little travelers –housed in navy or pink, silver-stamped boxes, would make charming stocking stuffers
and, since any order under $100.00 ships for $15.00, a cache of 4 can be in the mailbox for a single shipping fee.
For the customer who wants to experiment with one or two fragrances, single vials are offered at $10.00, which
includes shipping anywhere in the world.

Because she gets many requests from her off-Island clients, who cite the convenience of shopping in Boston or New
York, Brackstone gives considerable thought to expanding distribution to the U.S., among the many benefits of which
would be the opportunity to compete for a coveted FiFi® Award. “On the other hand, clients appreciate the fact that
the fragrances they wear are so original and special”. Further, given the made-by-hand production process, the
business is limited in its ability to supply overseas, so “if we decide to export”, she concedes,” it will have to be a
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Fragrance Innovators: The Bermuda Perfumery

Even though her offshore membership does have some limitations, Brackstone said she had many reasons for
joining The Fragrance Foundation and, because well trained associates are so very important, the online tutoring
programs top the list. In point of fact, she enthused; her husband was the Perfumery’s first candidate to take and
pass the Certified Fragrance Sales Specialist exam and found it to be an extraordinary learning experience. She also
listed other benefits such as market intelligence, opportunities to voice her opinion – the Foundation consults all it
members on critical issues – and to network through which she claims to have developed so many friends and
contacts. “I need this alliance to stay in touch with the continent”, she remarked. ‘Otherwise it would be very easy to
lose touch with what’s going on in our industry”.

Finally, on a more personal note, we were curious to know about her own most memorable fragrance experience.
“The process is intense”, she explained, “extremely personal and intimate. Perfume is a living artwork which must
appeal to all our senses. When I smell, I hear music, I see color, light and shape, and I can feel their textures. Each
perfume I have created has its own precious story.”

For further information or to order Bermuda Perfumery fragrances for delivery anywhere in the world, please visit
www.lilibermuda.com.

© 2009 The Fragrance Foundation



2009 Fragrance Summit… A Call to Action

On September 29th, 2009, over 100 fragrance industry leaders converged upon the Time & Life Conference Center for the 2009 Fragrance Summit. Organized
by The Fragrance Foundation, the goal of the half day program was to bring together the best and the brightest from its member companies to work together
and seek new ways to reengage the increasingly elusive fragrance consumer – those 62 million (100+ million if men are included)* who report that while they
still use fragrance “sometimes,” they used to use it more often.

The day began with a general session where Karen Grant, vice president and senior global industry analyst at NPD Beauty, presented an update of the
industry’s current lackluster performance. Her report was a clear call to action for the group.

Madonna Badger, partner, Badger & Partners, shared her observations of the industry’s dilemma; in short, it needs to respect consumers, educate consumers
and connect with them on an emotional level in all of its communications. To achieve this, she said the audience (i.e. the industry) must start thinking with its
right brain…the part of the brain that is home to creativity and emotions…instead of the practical and logical left brain that most seem to use predominantly.

Noting how the wine industry’s performance, in the not too distant past, closely parallels the current state of the fragrance industry, the Foundation invited Dino
Tantawi of Vignaioli Selection to share his insights into how the wine industry managed to reverse that downward spiral. Mr. Tantawi explained the process as
one of demystifying the category by educating distributors, sellers and consumers; everyone in the chain of distribution. Once consumers gained an
understanding of the category, they felt comfortable in trying and buying wines that had previously intimidated them. The downward trend was successfully
reversed.

A pan industry ideation followed the opening presentations. Audience members split up into five groups for breakout sessions. Each group brainstormed one of
five key challenges previously identified: innovation, social media, in-store experience, customer engagement and maintaining luxury. Numerous diverse
and creative themes emerged from the breakout sessions with several themes overlapping different sessions. The overriding themes could be summarized as
the “Four E’s”… Educate, Excite, Engage and Empower the consumer.

The ideation sessions produced six immediately actionable plans that play off these themes:

Initiate a National or International Fragrance Day or Fragrance Night Out - The goal here is to educate, excite and engage the consumer in
fragrance fun. This would involve the entire industry and most likely be executed through in-store events, kiosks, pop-up stores, etc. To be successful,
this event would require collaboration between retailers, manufacturers, suppliers and the media.

1.

Perfumers on Call - Yet another way to bring fragrance to life for consumers would be to introduce them to perfumers, the creators of their favorite
fragrances, and teach them about the art and science of perfumery. Consumers would walk away with a new understanding and appreciation of
fragrance. This could be a special invitation series or part of National Fragrance Day, or even an online experience.

2.

Simplify Fragrance Selection at Point of Sale. In addition to educating the consumer in regard to fragrance categories, etc., the industry needs to
follow-through at POS by developing concepts that simplify and organize fragrances by type so that consumers – rather than feeling overwhelmed –
become better informed and more confident about their purchases.

3.

iPhone apps and user-friendly POS Touch Screens, along with well trained sales associates, can offer consumers a convenient way to get quick answers to
their fragrance questions. Creative fragrance sampling is also a key element. Most importantly, the agreement/partnership between retailers and manufacturers
is vital to building brands via conceptual change.

In-School Educational Efforts. Through two major programs, The Fragrance Foundation has already made strides in educating children about
fragrance. Its annual “Making Scents of Your Future” a career guidance fair for students in the tri-state area, teaches young people about the process of
fragrance creation and marketing while encouraging them to consider a career in the field. Its recently initiated elementary school program, “Making
Sense of Scents” was designed in partnership with Weekly Reader Publishing and to date has reached over 5,000 elementary school classrooms across
the country with a potential reach of 1,015,000 teachers, student and parents .This program needs to be supported, expanded and enhanced with
features such as online webinars, field trips, lecture series, and more.

4.

Pan Industry Consumer Research. In order to move the efforts of the summit forward, serious consumer research on behalf of, and funded by, the
industry, should be done There needs to be a public and on-going conversation with consumers to find out how they really feel about fragrance, what
determines their feelings (gender, ethnicity, age income and/or lack of interest). How can we involve the consumer in helping to build future fragrances to
which they feel committed and invested?

5.

Reality TV or PBS Special. Reach consumers where they are: in front of the TV. Bring the cameras to the perfumer’s workbench, the manufacturers,
and department stores. Film what goes into creating and marketing a perfume, from concept to counter to consumer end benefit. This would provide all
segments of the industry with an opportunity to showcase their areas of expertise. Possibilities include a reality show, documentary or perhaps segments
on talk shows such as Oprah.

6.

At the end of the program, Rochelle Bloom, president of The Fragrance Foundation, announced its first major step toward reconnecting with the fragrance
consumer – the launch of a major multi-media campaign created to entice consumers back to the fragrance counter. The “One Drop Changes Everything”
campaign will launch in late January 2010. Read more about this initiative in this issue of The Fragrance Forum.

Source: NPD Beauty
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“One Drop Changes Everything” Campaign to be Launched by the Fragrance Foundation

On November 2nd, The Fragrance Foundation announced the launch of its exciting new fragrance industry multi-media
initiative created to entice consumers back to the pleasures of fragrance.

Rochelle Bloom, president of The Fragrance Foundation, explained: “the One Drop Changes Everything campaign is
primarily directed at the 62 million consumers who already use fragrance sometimes and enticing them to use it more
often. In a declining retail environment, increasing sales by 2-5% would have a significant impact on the total category.”
The success of the “got milk?” campaign started the thought process about two years ago as the fragrance industry
needed a similar unifying, rallying cry; an umbrella call to action directed toward this “sometime fragrance consumer.”
“We want to entice and engage with the consumer,” continued Mrs. Bloom, “and get our fragrance companies behind the
campaign in a big way without infringing on their own brands.”

YARD, the influential advertising and design company based in New York City was selected to create the campaign.
Owner, founder and creative director, Stephen Niedzwiecki, together with his partner and planning director, Ruth
Bernstein, created the “One Drop Changes Everything” campaign featuring the iconic silhouette of a fragrance atomizer
framing interchangeable visuals while impactful words convey just how you might feel and what might happen when you
wear fragrance: One drop and you’re fabulous. One drop and you feel like a million. One drop and you’re in love. “It’s all
about the transformative powers of fragrance and the endless possibilities limited only by your imagination,” commented
Stephen Niedzwiecki.

The “One Drop Changes Everything” campaign will launch in late January 2010 in time for Valentine’s Day. A dynamic,
key component of the multi-media strategy will be an extremely entertaining, interactive and innovative micro site, “onemightydrop.com,” designed to bring
the campaign to life and then some. Thinking big, Mrs. Bloom believes the sky’s the limit in terms of where this campaign could go. Billboards, wrapping
buildings, bus shelters, traditional media placements and social networking are all part of the potential media mix to communicate, in the broadest possible way,
this powerful message in a bottle.

© 2009 The Fragrance Foundation
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Wine Meets Fragrance at Associate Board Event
By Dorene Kaplan

Have you ever smelled the tar note of an Italian red or green pepper in a Sauvignon Blanc? Participants at The
Fragrance Foundation Associate Board’s most recent event discovered these connections and more at the group’s first
ever wine and fragrance pairing on September 22, 2009. Entitled Pop Your Cork!, the sold-out event was hosted by Food
Network Magazine at the Hearst Tower. Mary John Baumann, fragrance and wine professional, led the tasting,
accompanied by David Apel, vice president, senior perfumer at Symrise, and Harry Frémont, master perfumer at
Firmenich, who created unique accords to complement the wines.

"Like many people in the fragrance world I enjoyed wine but it took many years before I realized how much of the
enjoyment of wine is linked to the sense of smell,” said Ms. Baumann, the evening’s wine expert, who holds a Diploma
certificate from the UK-based Wine and Spirits Education Trust, and will soon begin studies with the Institute of Masters
of Wine in London. “Learning to USE my nose revealed just how many of the complexities of wine I had been missing,"
she added.

The trio presented an impressive sextet of wines, each of which was accompanied by two or three accords as well as
finished fragrance inspired by the wine. The vineyards represented hailed from France, New Zealand, Italy, California
and Hungary.

Mr. Frémont developed accords and fragrances for:

• Trimbach Gewürztraminer 2006, Alsace, France
• Francis Cabernet Sauvignon, Sonoma County, California
• Royal Tokaji-Tokaji Aszú 5 Puttonyos “Red Label” 2003, Hungary

Like fragrance, wine can evoke past memories. Mr. Frémont told the audience how as a young man in France, he would
split wood. The smell emitted by the freshly hewn wood reminded him of wines from Bordeaux, which include Cabernet
Sauvignon.

Mr. Apel created the accords and fragrances inspired by:

• Villa Maria Sauvignon Blanc, 2008, Marlborough, New Zealand
• Valpollicella della Amarone, Albarino 2005, Veneto, Italy
• Chateau d’ Arche Sauternes 2005, Bordeaux, France

An unexpected green pepper note in the Sauvignon Blanc inspired Mr. Apel to create a crowd pleasing summer
fragrance interpretation of the wine.

“Working with Dave and Harry was a fantastic and highly rewarding journey in olfaction, because we learned so much
from each other, particularly that we are passionate about the sense of smell and its importance in appreciation of both
wine and fragrance,” Ms. Baumann said. “The event was a wonderful opportunity for us to share our passions while
educating the event’s participants."

Approximately 150 fragrance industry members attended the evening of olfaction and oenology. Members of the
Associate Board presided over tables of 10 guests and assisted with distributing approximately 25 different blotters throughout the night.

Coty, Firmenich, Fragrance Resources and Symrise provided sponsorship for the event. Avon Products provided fragrances for the evening’s gift bags. Wine for
the tasting was purchased from Astor Wines & Spirits in Manhattan. Lynmar Estate of California’s Russian River Valley donated the wine distributed during the
reception portion of the event
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Global Art of Perfumes

As an initiative to promote fragrance and the communication between the fragrance industry, distributors and retail, the
“Global Art of Perfumes” Fragrance Fair, taking place in Dusseldorf from March 26 – 28, 2010, will provide fragrance
brands with a gateway to European markets. The Fair, which is being held in cooperation with Beauty International
Dusseldorf, offers a focus on fragrance with a unique combination of expo, conference and perfume art exhibition.

The organizers anticipate more than 100 exhibitors, from classic brands such as Chanel, Guerlain and Dior to very niche,
selective and independent brands as well as start-up perfumers. The guests who will visit the show include more than
1,000 independent perfumery owners (including Douglas) as well as major distributors. There will be presentations by
leading speakers such as trend expert, Li Edelkoort, senior perfumers and marketing experts. Another highlight of the
Fair will be fragrance workshops from Symrise and major players such as Coty, L’Oreal and Procter & Gamble.

A Fragrance Art Exhibition, which will be open to the public, the industry and retail, will showcase historic and rare
fragrances and bottles as well as exhibits on fragrance production (from plant to extract) and perfume creation.

The Fair is the perfect venue to build distribution and visibility with the press and the public. It will take place at Rheinterrassen Dusseldorf, a prestigious
location on the Rhine.

Sponsors & partners – the city of Dusseldorf, Beauty International Dusseldorf and Symrise.

For information on how to participate, go to www.global-art-of-perfumes.de or contact Frank J. Schnitzler and Bernd Kruschka at info@global-art-of-perfumes.de.
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Life without Smell Expressed Through Art
By Hannah Rendell

Anosmia is not a word that has long existed in my vocabulary. Yet the symptoms of the condition have been with me for as long as I can remember. It wasn’t as
though I suddenly realized that I could not taste or smell; other people brought it to my attention as I was growing up. Friends would say “Wow – smell that!” and
I would try to read their facial expressions before saying “Yeah it’s amazing!” or “Yeah it’s foul!” That didn’t always work and I felt a little like a fake. I was
covering up what I thought of as stupidity.

It wasn’t until I was much older that I decided my condition was worth sharing and only now do I realize how much of my life it affected. As an expressive and
sociable person, I have always made my opinions clear and vocalized my thoughts with confidence, but my real insecurities remained a secret; I hid my
anosmia well.

Then I found art. Suddenly I discovered a subject that I could really grasp. I seemed to understand and interpret works of art differently than did my classmates
and often in a way the artists may not have intended. To me art was a true reflection of the world around me, of my experiences of life. As a creative person,
being immersed in colors and texture had always been where I felt the most honest. I only began to realize the connection between art and my anosmia when I
tried to explain to people why I loved a certain piece of work. I could only express my pleasure by comparing it to how I imagined great food might taste.

I am now an artist living and working in Israel, although I have spent the majority of my life in the U.K. My art has always
explored texture and color, which has only skimmed the surface of what I really want to achieve. Now, reflecting on this
as an adult, I realize that anosmia may be a solution rather than a problem. I enjoy my life and I love the fact that I am so
sensitive to textures. I would never want to lose that by “curing” my condition. Instead, I want to embrace it as a big
influence on my art and in my opinions.

When I do tell people about my inability to taste and smell, they say “wow, you could eat anything?” They couldn’t be
more wrong. For a start, many attribute their likes or dislikes to taste when, more often than not, smell is actually the
culprit, but I believe that, more than smell or taste, association plays a greater role in the decision-making process; I’d be
just as unwilling to eat cow dung as anybody.

After having had my first child four months ago, I feel empowered to be true to myself and use anosmia as the subject of
my next show. This condition has had such a positive influence on my life that I feel that people who can smell and taste

are often missing out. I want to take them on a journey on which to bring about an understanding of anosmia. The basic idea is that, through sight and touch,
people will travel through a “meal”.

I have the opportunity to do this is a museum in Beer Sheva, Israel, as well as in a travelling group show that will start in Tel Aviv, go on to Denmark and
hopefully to the U.K. A journey of art as the mirror of life.

Hannah Rendell is currently working on her exhibit and seeking sponsors. For additional information about her and her art project visit her website at
www.hannahrendell.com or contact her at art@hannahrendell.com.
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FiFi® Technological Breakthrough Award Category Restructured
The Fragrance Foundation announced partnerships with Perfumer & Flavorist and GCI magazines to restructure and promote its FiFi
Technological Breakthrough of the Year Award for 2010. The single award, previously inclusive of a wide variety of technologies, will be
replaced by two award categories that better reflect the types of innovations traditionally nominated. The two awards will recognize
breakthroughs in Fragrance Creation and Packaging Technology/Delivery Systems.

“We believe these partnerships and new format will elevate the importance of this award category,” said Fragrance Foundation president,
Rochelle Bloom, “It will foster industry partnerships and dialogue resulting in an increased number and improved quality of entries. With the

support of Perfumer & Flavorist and GCI, we will reach many suppliers formerly out of our domain.” Companies who are not members of The Fragrance
Foundation will pay a fee to enter the competition, or they can become Foundation members and enter at no additional cost.

Additional information and entry forms can be found on the Foundation’s website at www.fragrancefoundation.org.

The Fragrance Foundation Holiday 2009

The Fragrance Foundation’s PR engine is in high gear for the upcoming holidays. Four fragrance awareness press releases, focusing on the season, are
planned:

A Million Reasons Why Fragrance is the Perfect Holiday Gift
The Definitive Guide to Finding the Perfect Fragrance
Feel Like a Million without Spending a Million this Holiday Season
Decorating Your Home with Fragrance

Starting on October 26th, one release per week will be sent out via PR Newswire. A targeted fragrance/beauty website mailing will be sent
as well. Releases will also be posted on The Foundation’s website where the media and industry members can access them at any time.

You can access the Holiday quartet of releases at: www.fragrance.org/press_room.php

Do You Know If You Are a Fragrance Foundation Member?
Chances are you may not know …at least judging from the number of people who order tickets to Foundation events at non-member prices when they actually
qualify for member prices! Fragrance Foundation membership is on a corporate, not individual basis. Therefore all employees of member companies are
members of The Fragrance Foundation.

If you’re not sure if your company is a member, it’s easy to check the membership list on The Foundation’s website: www.fragrance.org/membership_active_list.php

Fragrance from Ancient to Avant Garde: A fragrance Lovers’ Companion

The Fragrance Foundation’s new publication, Guide To the Subtle and Sensational World of Scent, offers a look across time,
from the earliest known uses of scent in ancient cultures, to the global juggernaut that is the fragrance industry today. Other
chapters address fragrance families and perfume ingredients, the science and art of perfumery, the intricacies of packaging and
the uses and pleasures of fragrance.

While some of the material will be familiar to readers, the information is well-written and presented in an easily-understood,
clear and concise way; a quick and fascinating read for the fragrance devotee and a handy, must-have reference manual for the
industry professional’s library.

This slim, but compact and comprehensive guide was compiled and edited by Nancy Jeffries. Available for members at $25.00
and non-members at $30.00, the 66-page book is expected to sell out speedily. Place your order today via the on-line order
form at www.fragrance.org/tff_category.php?cat=books

Media – Public Relations – Communications
“The Forensics of Fragrance” An Exclusive Beauty Editor Event

The Fragrance Foundation and its Public Relations Executive Task Force Committee invited beauty editors, from the
leading lifestyle publications, to a special workshop entitled “The Forensics of Fragrance” led by Virginia Bonofiglio,
associate professor in the Cosmetic & Fragrance marketing program at New York’s Fashion Institute of Technology.
Professor Bonofiglio, a passionate perfumer in her own right, has been teaching this course for over 15 years, and is a
much-respected and sought-after consultant to the fragrance industry.

Held in the Annette Green Fragrance Studio, beauty editors from Allure, Elle, Glamour, Cosmopolitan, Lucky, Harper’s
Bazaar, Vogue, Self, Women’s Wear Daily, Marie Claire, InStyle and Town & Country went on a journey of fragrance
discovery with professor Bonofiglio to calculate, weigh, examine and discover surprising new elements of fragrance; why
fragrance was created, analyzing specific fragrance notes and actually creating a fragrance from raw materials. The
challenge to the beauty editors? To use their creativity to turn this forensic information upside-down, look at it from a new

perspective and translate, to their readers, how transformative, fun, fascinating, sexy, uplifting, confidence-boosting fragrance, in all its many forms, can be!

Board of Directors Welcomes New Member
The Fragrance Foundation Board of Directors is pleased to announce the appointment of Frederic Jacques, Vice President for Fine Fragrance, North America,
Mane USA, as a rotating member of the Board.
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